ACROSS
1. Peninsula in the news
7. Some army officers (abbr.)
11. ___ Miserables
14. What many of our students are graduating with
15. Disgraced former Yankee, for short
16. Tolkien tree-creature
17. Slanted type
18. Part of GCCIS?
20. It is often used on computers instead of GMT
21. Modem speed unit
22. Bongo, e.g.
23. Droop
25. Patronize Bristol Mountain, perhaps
27. White root vegetable
29. Major work
31. Part of a shoe
33. Type of study?
35. Some notes in the key of B flat
38. Religious poem
39. A winning slot-machine combo, and the number of students supposedly walking today
40. Pasta sauce brand
43. Scenic Alberta lake
45. "I, Robot" author
46. People with broken arms might use these
48. French father
49. Is amazed
53. Abbr. on a police report
55. Schumer, e.g.
56. Pi*r*r, for a circle
57. Common abbr. in a citation
59. Put a match to
61. Nine of these are having similar ceremonies this weekend
63. Home of balsamic vinegar
67. Component
68. Coastlines
69. Bees use this to make their hives
70. As well
71. All of us are wearing one of these today

DOWN
1. X
2. Go bad, as food
3. With 37 Down, what we have completed this year
4. Shed ones' skin
5. Actors Idle and Estrada
6. RIT office offering tutoring support
7. Norse legend
8. International meeting of finance ministers of major economic powers, before adding Russia
9. Spilled the beans
10. Cold War-era program also known as "Star Wars"
11. What we hope our students do!
12. Boredom
13. Put ones' foot down, with a sound
19. 60's radical protest group
21. Trash receptacle
23. Bath bar
24. Urgent police requests
26. Young one
28. Harvests
30. Played without accompaniment
32. Brad Pitt thriller about a serial killer
34. Make laugh
36. Vacation
37. See 3 Down
39. Group of liberal-arts historically womens' colleges in the Northeast
41. Former VP Al
42. Place for baking
44. Prohibited
45. Inquire
47. Woman, in old slang
49. Colorful tropical bird
50. Smell
51. Kick back
52. Actor Kilmer
54. Hawaiian hello
58. "Regarding..."
60. Wedding vows, slangily
62. Clean Air Act enforcer
63. It's GMT-7 (in the winter)
64. Born (Fr.)
65. Form of communication used often at RIT